NICHOMI HIGGINS, LMFT
Psychotherapist, Speaker, Author & Corp.
Wellness Partner

Nichomi Higgins is a dynamic speaker, leader, and mentor lighting
the path to wellness and fulfillment for women in leadership and
entrepreneurial roles. Featured as a guest expert by the likes of Dr.
Phil, Nichomi has headlined as a keynote speaker at various conferences and institutions of higher
learning, including the prestigious Harvard University. She has also partnered with non-profit agencies
to launch community-wide mental wellness programs that significantly improved mental-health
literacy and access to care in underserved communities of color.
With over 15 years of experience as a corporate leader turned licensed psychotherapist. As well as the
Amazon best-selling author of Purposeful Perspectives, Nichomi is driven by a natural curiosity about
what is possible when we engage life through a growth mindset. A firm believer that the world
becomes a better place when we choose to define our legacy through Conscious Living. Nichomi
founded SolCentered Life. A holistic wellness company dedicated to helping visionary women of color
thrive intentionally while creating a life and legacy that aligns with the greatest expression of their
core values and desires. Through her keen sensibilities and intuitive nature, Nichomi helps her clients
tap into their inherent wisdom to cultivate breakthrough thinking that significantly shifts how they
lead and ideate in their business.
As a formally trained and experienced psychotherapist, Nichomi also combines her leadership
development expertise, experiential learning, and systems theory to provide dynamic workshops that
help organizations cultivate mentally thriving company cultures. With a focus on the mid-level leader,
Nichomi's approach to the conversation of corporate wellness is influenced by her understanding that
these individuals occupy a vital role in the general well-being of a business. Due to her unique ability
to create safe spaces that encourage meaningful dialogue around healthy work-life integration.
Nichomi created a comprehensive series of workshops and services to promote mental well-being,
emotional intelligence, and confidence in managing conflict resolution. Within these workshops,
participants at all organizational levels are empowered with the tools to thrive consciously.
While speaking and teaching others to connect to their innate power is Nichomi's professional
passion. She is also a family woman deeply rooted in ongoing spiritual and personal growth. Her
accomplishments are many, but the life she shares with her husband, children, and friends is where
her truest joy lives. When she isn't dancing around the house or cozying up on the couch to bingewatch her favorite shows, Nichomi is busy teaching as an adjunct professor at Pepperdine University,
where she educates and empowers new professionals in the mental health space.
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